FOR CONTINUOUS USE
RECARO Guard 24/7

Ideal for round-the-clock use in control and monitoring rooms:
The RECARO Guard 24/7 has the perfect ergonomic shape, can be adjusted
in numerous ways and is thus especially comfortable. Decisive factors for
custom adaptation include adjustable backrest side bolsters, an adjustable fully
upholstered headrest, lumbar support and individually adjustable armrests.

// RECARO Guard 24/7
Standard features of RECARO Guard K
+ Adjustable backrest side bolsters
+ Special, ergonomically shaped
seat cushions
+ Adjustable headrest
+ Backrest setting on both sides
+ Lumbar support
+ Robust mechanism, individually
adjustable from approx. 60 to 130 kg
+ Gas-spring height adjustment
+ Lateral weight adjustment
+ 4D armrests (adjustable in width
and height; rotating and adjustable
arm support) or folding armrests
+ Large, stable aluminum base,
polished
+ Casters for carpeting or hard floors

RECARO Guard L
+ Standard features of RECARO Guard K
+ Extendable seat cushion
Special version (at additional cost)
+ Reinforced mechanism, individually
adjustable from approx. 80 to 200 kg
Options (at additional cost)
+ Protective cover for headrest
+ Custom logo for headrest cover
+ Protective cover for seat
+ Protective cover for backrest
+ Protective cover for seat and
backrest (Ambla leather/fabric)
+ ESD casters for hard or
soft floors

RECARO Guard 24/7 seat cover options

Ambla leather black
Artista black

Ambla leather black
Camira black

RECARO Guard L with 4D armrests and
extendable seat cushion
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Camira black

Options

Leather black

RECARO Guard L with folding armrests
and extendable seat cushion

Reinforced mechanism (up to 200 kg)

Extendable seat cushion for optimum
distribution of pressure on backside
and thighs

Protective cover for
headrest (black)

Maintenance friendly mechanism, plus robust
materials and cover fabrics (higher demands
from use in automotive applications)
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SITTING SUPERBLY, WORKING RELAXED
RECARO Utility XL

The swivel chairs RECARO Utility XL are designed for the 24/7 use and for
the modern XL office workplace. Their high-quality utility vehicle seat has
been developed by RECARO for the permanent post in trucks and buses
(for aprox. 1.5 millions kilometric performance) and has been modified by
cento advanced seating for the 24/7 use and the modern XL office workplace.

// RECARO Utility XL
keep it simple:
Its simple adjustment possibilities, the high
resilience and the uncompromising RECARO
quality turn it into the ideal working equipment in offices and control rooms.
+ robust
+ long living
+ multifaceted, multifunctional,
for heavy use
+ high seating comfort
+ open, neutral and ergonomic
cushion form
The mechanics of the RECARO Utility XL can
be adjusted to the weight of the respective
user.
Therefore 2 different chair mechanics could
be chosen:
Standard: aprox. 60 – 130 kg
Optionally: aprox. 80 – 200 kg

Order no.: 301.00.0420
RECARO Utility XL – swivel chair
+ Cover: Fabric anthracite
+ with 4D-armrests
• wide, rotatable arm support
• adjustable in width
• adjustable in height
• horizontally adjustable
+ resilient up to aprox. 200 kg
+ free swinging function, permanently moveable or latching in
3 positions
+ with castors for hard or soft floors
Order no.: 301.00.0440
RECARO Utility XL – swivel chair
+ Cover: Fabric anthracite
+ with folding-armrests
• inclination shiftable via handwheel under the armrest
• can flap back upwards
+ resilient up to aprox. 200 kg
+ free swinging function, permanently moveable or latching in
3 positions
+ with castors for hard or soft floors

Accessories (surcharge)
+ Special castors in chrome
ring or rim design
+ Sliders (without surcharge)
+ XL back rest cover,
removable, fabric anthracite
+ XL seat cover, removable,
fabric anthracite
+ extra high gas lift (+ 5 cm)

Technical data RECARO Utility XL
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+ Angle of backrest to seat surface
adjustable to 17°
+ Width/length folding-armrest
106/360 mm
+ Width/length 4D-armrest
110/230 mm
+ Castors
for hard
or soft floors

+ Cross base aluminium polished,
ø 720 mm
+ Weight adjustment cantilever function
aprox. 60 – 130 kg
optionally aprox. 80 – 200 kg
+ Movement of angle cantilever function
-7° – +24°
+ Warranty 2 years on all parts
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+ Seat height 400 – 540 mm
optionally 405 – 545 mm
+ Seat width 490 mm
+ Seat length 500 mm
+ Width/height of back rest
510/730 mm
+ Height of back rest with head rest
870 mm

